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Why are liberal politicians banning our hijabs and niqabs?Under the presidency of Emmanuel
Macron, France had the audacity to ban Muslim women and girls under the age of 18 from
wearing the hijab in public. What was the response from the liberal progressive world? Shameful
silence.So as Muslim women, how should we react to this attack on our Islamic dress code?
Why do non-Muslims politicians and governments hate our hijab? How can Muslims individually
and collectively support the challenges sisters are facing?These are the questions I will be
tackling in Hands off our Hijab, and I believe we need to put liberal hypocrisy on trial. I sincerely
want to help Muslimahs make sense of the challenging situation and take back control of the
narrative but not on their own terms: on Allah's terms.Inshallah, I pray this book will help you
make sense of the world right now so you can move forward confident and comfortable in your
hijab. It may seem like our enemies have the upper hand, but we have Allah on our side: the
creator of the universe.To read Farhat Amin's other books, please
visitwww.smartmuslima.com.ReviewSister Farhat Amin is in the front line of many women’s
issues of the day. She is also a student of knowledge and a researcher of history and Islamic
rulings. I have read her material and listened to her podcasts. All this is to say that Sister Farhat
is uniquely positioned to know and to respond to these issues in the most appropriate manner
as a person of wisdom that is well-grounded in our religious tradition. Her contributions in this
area are very important and urge everyone to purchase the book and listen to her work. Thank
you Sister Farhat for all your work in helping us understand and navigate a path forward to
helping our youth and young adults. Azmat Mukhtar, Ilmtree.org

The Truth about Angels offers intriguing speculations about the shimmering boundaries between
angelic experiences and the edges of modern science.―Dr Dean Radin, chief scientist, The
Institute of Noetic Sciences, bestselling author of Real MagicWhat I love about Cheung's work is
she takes human experience seriously, and helps explain what could be strange and mysterious
in terms that are understandable to everyone. In The Truth About Angels, she even touches on
the cutting-edge science of the mysterious - in a way that gets you thinking about all that we may
discover about prophets and messengers in years to come.―Dr Julia Mossbridge,
neuroscientist, Fellow, Institute of Noetic Sciences, Executive Director, TILT:The belief in angels
and other multi-dimensional beings, whether they are 'real' or not, is pervasive and has been
present throughout recorded history. In The Truth about Angels, Theresa does a beautiful job of
laying out what we know, what we don't and how to listen deeply for support from the invisible
realms.―Dr Helane Wahbeh, Professor of Neurology at Oregon Health and Science University,
Research Director Theresa Cheung's elegant and insightful work is the perfect solution for
humanity at this time of change and transformation. A true tonic for the human spirit!―Debra



Diamond PhD, Former Johns Hopkins University Professor, top ranked Wall Street Money
Manager aTheresa diligently collates true afterlife experiences and offers deep spiritual insight
balanced by deep respect for the science of the paranormal.―Dr Callum E. Cooper,
parapsychologist, author, science promoter, noted skeptic and senior lecturer iA broad overview
of the relevant afterlife research, Theresa provides readers with a holistic view of this fascinating
and often misunderstood topic.―Julie Beischel, PhD, director of research at Windbridge
Research Centre, author and GOOP afterlife eShe got 'under the skin' of intellectual mystic
Russell Brand, and met the rigour of journalistic 'Guardian' Michael Marshall, she even wrestled
live with career sceptic and demigod of GMTV Piers Morgan, but Theresa Cheung will meet no
such resistance from me: I believe her. She is brilliant, she is seminal, she is courageous, she is
deeply informed and - I have no doubt - she is touched by angels.―Geoff Thompson, BAFTA
winning writerTheresa Cheung enriches the lives of many with her inspiring and thought-
provoking books.―Dr Clare Johnson, author of The Art of Transforming Nightmares and creator
of www.DeepLucidDreaming.Theresa Cheung is a rare, authentic light in this world. In her latest
book The Truth About Angels, she offers a unique approach to our celestial guardians,
stretching our curiosity beyond the mystical and into the realms of the scientific. For anyone who
has had an angelic intervention, they will know first-hand how difficult it can be to quantify their
experiences or relay their account to others without feeling challenged or ridiculed. In a world full
of naysayers and skeptics, Theresa is helping to steer us on a new course. She not only offers
support and understanding to those with the gift of inner sight, but also helps the non-believer to
come to terms with the existence of the paranormal and non-corporeal with down-to-earth
explanations that are backed by science. This is a book any mystic or healer could gift to their
friends and family to help them see the world from a more magical perspective - in a way that
feels safe and reassuring.―exandra Wenman, Sky well-being Angel expert, Author of the
Archangel Fire Oracle --This text refers to the paperback edition.About the AuthorBorn into a
family of psychics and spiritualists, Theresa has been researching and writing about dreams,
spirituality, paranormal, heaven and the afterlife for the last twenty-five years since leaving King's
College, Cambridge with a Masters in Theology and English. Her numerous titles have been
translated into dozens of different languages and her mission has always been to make
spirituality and mysticism engaging, credible and mainstream. She is very much in demand as a
speaker at events and as a feature-writer for the popular press. Theresa Cheung has written
fifteen books, including the Dream Decoder Journal, The Dream Dictionary from A to Z and 21
Rituals to Change Your Life.Theresa is a resident expert at Spirit and Destiny magazine and has
presented sell-out workshops at the Mind Body Spirit festival. In addition, her podcast White
Shores with Theresa Cheung, has attracted guests such as Deepak Chopra and Eben
Alexander.--This text refers to the paperback edition.
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ContentsINTRODUCTIONA VERY FRENCH INQUISITIONHISTORICAL UNVEILING OF
MUSLIMWOMEN BY COLONIALISTSTIME TO PLAY OFFENCE AGAINST THE ANTI-HIJAB
SQUADCRITIQUING HEADSCARVES AND HYMENS BY MONA ELTAHAWY MATERIAL
GIRLSTOO AFRAID TO WEAR HIJAB?GOOD HIJABIS SHATTER STEREOTYPESINDIA AND
THEHIJAB BANPRAISE FOR SMART MUSLIMAACKNOWLEDGEMENTSAll praise is to Allah;
I am sograteful to Allah, who has given methis opportunity to help my sisters in Islam by
writingabout such an important subject. InshallahI pray this book is a source of clarity and
comfort.I am deeply grateful to all the sisters and brotherswho helped write and edit this
book.On the authority of Abu Saeed Al-Khudree (r.a.) who said: I heard the Messenger of Allah
(sallallahu alaihi wasallam) say, "Whosoever of you sees an evil, let him change it with his hand;
and if he is not able to do so, then [let him change it] with his tongue; and if he is not able to do
so, then with his heart — and that is the weakest of faith." (Muslim)INTRODUCTIONIn 2021,
under the presidency of Emmanuel Macron, France had the audacity to ban Muslim women and
girls under the age of 18 from wearing the hijab in public. Hijabs are already banned in various
places across Europe and Canada: earlier in 2021, the EU Court of Human Rights confirmed the
law allowing companies to deny their employees from wearing hijabs at work. A Quebec court
upheld most of a law that prevents government workers from wearing hijabs. Their totalitarian
laws are comparable to the anti-Jewish laws introduced in Germany by the Nazis in 1933.What
was the response from the liberal progressive world? Shameful silence. At a time when Kamala
Harris was being celebrated for her anointment as America's first woman of colour vice
president and champion of democracy for women at the UN, her silence on France's overt
Islamophobia was deafening. Even the usual commentators like Ayaan Hirsi Ali, Malala
Yousafzai, and Angelina Jolie, who always have an opinion on the oppression of Muslim women,
were all too silent. Why did they not speak truth to power? Surely they would organise the
masses and demand an end to such a deplorable patriarchal ban? At a time when
intersectionality for women of colour came to be considered one of the most critical
developments in women's rights, leaders of the movement and other prominent black figures
chose to ignore the plight of Muslim women.When Meghan Markle decided to reveal the details
of the racism she and her unborn child had experienced in the UK, Muslims worldwide
sympathised with the discrimination and prejudice they knew all too well; they showed their
solidarity with a woman of colour by posting on social media. They applauded Oprah for
providing the platform to speak on the plague of racism. So why are both Meghan Markle and
Oprah Winfrey, advocates for nearly every imaginable social issue, utterly silent on the racism of
the French government? Why were they not outraged by the inequality and prejudice in Europe?
When election time came in the US, Muslim women worked tirelessly through every social
media platform to encourage their communities to vote for Kamala Harris. A BAME liberal
progressive woman who stood for women's rights. They tweeted and campaigned for who they
believed would stand by them in their time of need. Now that she is in office, is she supporting
her fellow BAME women in France? Why does female empowerment not extend to the Muslim



women of Europe?How many Muslim women looked up to Michelle Obama, bought her
autobiography and applauded her outspokenness for justice and philanthropic work? Still, she is
another famous woman of colour who has not explicitly condemned the rampant Islamophobia
in France and elsewhere. It becomes imperative that we question our long-standing loyalties,
support, votes and donations for such female figures who have proved that their calls for justice
do not encompass those of Muslims. . It's time we no longer blindly align ourselves with public
figures who pay lip service to justice, anti-racism and women's rights only to ignore the
institutional discrimination and inherent hatred towards Muslim communities in Europe right
now.In contrast, most sincere people who spoke up for Muslim women were fellow Muslims
motivated by a deep Islamic bond with their sisters. Rawdah Mohamed, a Somali-Norwegian
model, started a campaign by posting a selfie on Instagram with "hands off my hijab" written on
her hand. She said she wanted to challenge "deeply rooted stereotypes" against Muslim women.
"I wanted my oppressors to see my face and the women who look like me," she said. "They don't
get to hide in their luxurious parliament offices and regulate women's bodies without a
fight."Thousands of women internationally have used the hashtags #Handsoffmyhijab and
#PasToucheAMonHijab to protest against the xenophobic French senate's ban. Individually
some non-muslims posted messages of support on social media, but unsurprisingly nothing like
the solidarity shown throughout other large scale online campaigns.Prominent Muslim speakers
such as Omar Suleiman and Yasir Qadhi were among many who strongly and eloquently
condemned the fascist behaviour of the French government in their khutbahs. Muslim writers,
YouTubers and podcasters (male and female) all used their platforms to support their sisters in
France. Alhamdulilah, every voice raised to critique Islamophobia diminishes its impact. The
response of Muslims globally made me feel so proud to be Muslim; it illustrated that we have
internalised the following hadiths.Narrated by Nouman ibn Bashir (r.a.) that the Messenger of
Allah (sallallahu alaihi wasallam) says: "The believers in their mutual kindness, compassion and
sympathy are just like one body. When one of the limbs suffers, the whole body responds to it
with wakefulness and fever" (Bukhari and Muslim).On the authority of Abu Saeed Al-Khudree
(r.a.) who said: I heard the Messenger of Allah (sallallahu alaihi wasallam) say, "Whosoever of
you sees an evil, let him change it with his hand; and if he is not able to do so, then [let him
change it] with his tongue; and if he is not able to do so, then with his heart — and that is the
weakest of faith." (Muslim)The hijab and niqab bans insidiously spreading across Europe have
revealed a gaping wound at the heart of liberal society, that of its inherent intolerances. An
intolerance that undergirds liberalism and its very foundations. Hypocritically, liberals pay lip
service to justice, equality and women's rights and then ignore the injustice meted out to
Muslims. For all the talk of equality and rights, liberalism suffers from what Bikhu Parekh calls a
profound narcissism; If you do not conform to the dominant consensus, you do not deserve
equal recognition. This consensus is both intellectual and cultural. Those that refuse to embrace
the values of liberal universalism and who do not represent the cultural attitudes of the dominant
group have all too often been marginalised by liberal idealists pushed to the fringes of



societies.So as believers, how should we react to this attack on our Islamic dress code and way
of life? What should we do? Why do non-Muslims politicians and governments hate our hijab?
How can Muslims individually and collectively support the challenges sisters are facing? These
are the questions I will be tackling in the book, and I believe we need to put liberal hypocrisy on
trial. I sincerely want to help Muslimahs make sense of the challenging situation and take back
control of the narrative but not on their own terms: on Allah's terms. Every law Allah gives us is a
blessing. We are slaves of Allah; we obey him. Non-Muslims do not have the right to dictate how
or when we can cover, so why should we compromise our principles to please them?I first began
discussing the topic of hijab in my podcast Smart Muslima. I have explored issues such as Why
has Liberal Switzerland banned the niqab? The politics of hijab and Hijab: not my body, not my
choice. Witnessing the demoralising effects of the French ban, I realised there was a need to
articulate how hijabis feel having their voice and identity erased by liberal fascists. Muslim
women want to be seen and heard; we must be seen and heard. When we raise our voices, we
need to employ language from our prophetic tradition and sacred text to articulate why we wear
hijab and why we will never discard it.Additionally, I am writing to counteract the lack of Islamic
knowledge surrounding the obligation and method of wearing the hijab. We must anchor our
actions and activism against discrimination and bigotry in our Quran and Sunnah.The right book
can make you feel less alone, less hopeless and closer to Allah. Inshallah, I pray that this book is
the right book for you. It will help you make sense of the world right now so you can move
forward confidently and comfortably in your hijab. It may seem like our enemies have the upper
hand, but we have Allah on our side: the creator of the universe. Allah, may He be exalted,
says:"Allah has promised those among you who believe, and do righteous good deeds, that He
will certainly grant them succession to (the present rulers) in the earth, as He granted it to those
before them, and that He will grant them the authority to practise their religion, that which He has
chosen for them (i.e. Islam). And He will surely give them in exchange a safe security after their
fear (provided) they (believers) worship Me and do not associate anything (in worship) with Me.
But whoever disbelieved after this, they are the Fasiqoon (rebellious, disobedient to Allah). And
perform As-Salat (Iqamat as-salat), and give Zakat and obey the Messenger (Muhammad SAW)
that you may receive mercy (from Allah)."[an-Noor 24:55, 56].Let’s remember each other in our
duas,Your Sister Farhat Amin"A believer is not bitten from the same hole twice."(Bukhari/
Muslim)A VERY FRENCH INQUISITIONWhen the French Interior minister Gérald Darmanin
declared, "never at any given time, is Allāh superior to the Republic." he echoed an emerging
consensus in French political life – Islam has to be chastened and suppressed if Muslims are to
be tolerated in the country.For France's some six million Muslims, his intemperate remarks only
served to underscore an intolerance to which the sizeable yet marginalised minority community
have become accustomed. The political establishment left, and right perceives Muslims and
their continued adherence to Islam as a danger to the republic and an affront to French
secularism known as laïcité, a fundamentalist separation of religion from society that undergirds
the republic.As the state turns the screw on all Muslims by passing new draconian legislation, its



experiment will serve as a blueprint for other European countries.At the centre of this offensive
against the Muslim community is the so-called "anti-separatism" bill, given the Orwellian
sounding name, the law "to reinforce the principles of the Republic and the fight against
separatism”.The legislation has passed both houses of the legislature and has become law. The
bill's provisions, crafted to incorporate all religions – lest it is challenged on discriminatory
grounds – are directly aimed at coercing French Muslims into adopting the ideological dogma of
the state. Homeschooling will be banned, and there will be an introduction of a child ID system
for all over three years old, to track students in the educational system.This serves to prevent
parents who have chosen to educate their children at home, seeking to navigate the already
harsh restrictions on hijab-wearing and muscular liberalism that restricts all forms of religious
observance in educational settings.The bill increases the administrative powers of the state to
shut down 'extremist' faith schools. As Rayan Freschi, a French legal jurist, argues, this gives
legal cover to the state's practice for many years, the use of schools inspectorates to close
Muslim schools down on minor infractions.It is what has become known as a more
comprehensive unstated policy of "systematic obstruction", employed by successive
governments to undermine Muslim civil society institutions, such as mosques, schools and
charities, by using existing provisions tomake it impossible to remain open, often setting onerous
fines or temporary closures to act as a disincentive against community initiatives.The bill helps
the state to more directly control what is being said in mosques, banning sermons that stray into
politics or criticise, for example, French interventions in the Sahel and the Middle East. Religious
leaders and organisations that receive public funds and tax exemptions would have to sign up to
a 'charter of principles', explicitly declaring their allegiance to the French Republic. Possibly the
most egregious aspect of the bill bans the hijab in public for all under the age of 18. This
measure, tabled by the French right, denies Muslim girls and women the right to wear the hijab
anywhere in public. The wording of the clause talks of banning "signs or clothing" in public
spaces that "ostensibly manifest a religious affiliation" or "that would signify the inferiority of
women to men.”Emmanuel Macron's En Marche party opposed the amendment together with
much of the left in the Senate, citing its unsubtle wording.Until now, the bill has steered clear of
mentioning Islam directly, instead focussing on the façade that it represents an equal treatment
of religion. Including the religious symbol clause removes any pretence and does what everyone
knows the bill aims to do – further obstructing observant Muslims from practising their faith.
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Ali A.R, “Must have for every library. “When they came to our lands, they believed they were
taming us. We were savages; they had to civilize us. When they used the word liberation, it was
to free us from Islam that was the ultimate plan”.This book is great! She addresses an array of
issues thrown against women that wear hijab. This is nothing new and she talks about these
attacks started in the days of colonizationThis book should be taught in all Islamic schools so
Muslim women can educate themselves on the war on modesty that is waged against themShe
easily gets 5 stars and deserves 5 stars. I would recommend this to even men. A lot of us don’t
know what our sisters in religion face on a daily basis. Excellent read!”

The book by Farhat Amin has a rating of  5 out of 5.0. 3 people have provided feedback.
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